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1. Niko
Faro

2. In-es. artdesign
Luna Out

3. Flex
Luctra

Niko is a table lamp with a surface on which
you can charge your smartphone without
unsightly cables getting in the way. Highly
decorative, it is perfect for small spaces
or bedrooms with minimalist décor. Niko
offers double functionality, task lighting and
a comforting glow with a minimalist Nordic
design.
www.faro.es

Luna Out, designed to create outdoors
a dreamlike and romantic atmosphere,
is made of a mix of resins and fibers,
modelled to reproduce the luminescent and
irregular surface of the moon. Harring won
the Design Plus Award by Light + Building,
and will be exhibited among their awardwinning products
www.in-es.com

Thanks to rechargeable battery technology,
Luctra Flex provides complete freedom
to work anywhere, anytime without
compromising on the quality of light. With
a weight of just 2kg and a battery capacity
of up to 25 hours you can easily take Flex
with you. No cables. No restrictions. Total
flexibility.
www.luctra.eu

4. Wittenberg 4.0
Mawa

5. Chestnut
Viso

6. Koyoo
Ingo Maurer

The functionality and lighting quality of
the Wittenberg 4.0, as well as the superb
quality of the product as a whole, make this
luminaire an appealing solution for many
contemporary interiors. The whole spotlight
serie impresses through aN effective glare
suppressing illuminating surface and ability
to pivot 90° and rotate 365°.
www.mawa-design.de

Inspired by mid-century modern design,
Chestnut's sophistication and organic
beauty make it the ideal candidate for any
interior space. The fixture can be installed
on the ceiling, as a simple wall sconce or
as a decorative piece while the angle of
each plate can be adjusted individually for
further customisation.
www.visoinc.com

Koyoo is a small portable light. A round
sheet of paper that glows with warm light
wherever you take it. The light source and
battery are placed in a small, anodized
aluminum lamp base, chargeable via USB.
The hidden light perfectly matches the
shape of the paper shade - held by an thin
stainless steel wire.
www.ingo-maurer.com

